Warning! Flashing lights can induce seizures in photo-sensitive epileptics, and although no seizures have been induced by the NovaDreamer, epileptics or those with a family history of epilepsy should not use the NovaDreamer. If you are now (or have been) in psychotherapy and want to experiment with lucid dreaming and the NovaDreamer, talk it over with your therapist. Not every therapist will be well informed about lucid dreaming and its implications for therapy, so make sure your therapist understands what you are talking about and is familiar with the current literature on the subject. Exploring the World of Lucid Dreaming (LaBerge & Rheingold, 1990) offers ideas of how lucid dreaming may be instrumental in psychotherapy. If your therapist doesn't think that lucid dreaming would be a good idea for you at this time, follow his or her advice. If you disagree, you should either trust the judgment of your current therapist on this issue, or find another therapist—ideally one who knows how to help you work with your lucid dreams therapeutically.
Introduction to Lucid Dreaming and the NovaDreamer®

Lucid dreaming is dreaming with full awareness that you are dreaming. Lucid dreams happen during sleep, just like ordinary dreams. In lucid dreams, because you know that you are dreaming, you are free to do anything you want, to experience anything imaginable, to do the impossible. To attain this freedom, however, you must “awaken” within the dream; you must recognize that you are dreaming. This is where the NovaDreamer comes in.

The NovaDreamer will be your personal trainer as you work to develop your ability to have lucid dreams. It will watch as you sleep, alert for the times when you enter REM sleep and begin dreaming. Then it will assist you in two ways toward achieving lucidity in your dreams: through lucidity cues and reality testing. In addition, you can use the NovaDreamer’s DreamAlarm™ to enhance your dream recall. The NovaDreamer’s techniques for stimulating dream awareness are described in detail below.

1. Lucidity Cues

The NovaDreamer will give you reminders to become lucid while you are dreaming, in the form of flashing light or beeping sound cues. The light comes from red light-emitting diodes (LEDs) in the eye holes of the mask; the sound comes from a speaker located behind the foam at the top of the mask. The NovaDreamer decides when to give you cues based on the number of movements your eyes are making. Frequent eye movements indicate that you are dreaming. Whenever the NovaDreamer detects enough eye movement activity, it will turn on the cue for you to become lucid.

This technique of cueing lucidity makes use of the fact that some kinds of events in your sleeping environment can enter your awareness, and hence, your dreams. You may have experienced this phenomenon if an alarm clock, telephone, or other noise has ever entered into your dream as part of the ongoing dream story. Flashing lights work well as cues because they are gentler to your consciousness than many other sensations. Therefore, they are likely to enter dreams rather than causing awakenings. Sound cues are useful to people who sleep deeply and therefore tend not to notice light cues.

To benefit from the NovaDreamer’s lucidity cues, you will first need to set your mind to notice lights around you, and to question whether you are awake or dreaming when you see them. This training is very important, because the cues can appear in an amazing variety of forms inside the dream. You will likely only see a few of the cues the NovaDreamer gives you. Some cues may awaken you, which will provide an opportunity to re-enter the dream state with lucidity directly from the waking state. Other cues may pass by without you noticing them at all. Your ideal cue will enter your dreams several times in a night, while not disturbing your sleep with too many awakenings.

2. The Reality Testing Button

An essential part of the process of becoming lucid in a dream is testing the world you are in to see if it is the waking world or a dream world. The button on the front of the NovaDreamer makes this testing easy. Mechanical devices in dreams hardly ever work the way the real devices would in the waking world. It seems to be especially difficult to duplicate the effect of a light switch in a dream—the brain is apparently not well equipped to create the sensation of a light suddenly turning on and off on demand.

Pressing the button on the NovaDreamer results in a brief flash of light and a chirp—if you are awake! In a dream, however, the button on your dream NovaDreamer will not work the same way. Usually, in dream, there will be no light flash and sound chirp, although something else strange might happen. This is particularly helpful as a reality test, because when people sleep wearing the NovaDreamer, they often have dreams of waking up in bed still wearing it, or of walking around in public wearing it. The key is to remember to press the button on the NovaDreamer anytime you find yourself wearing it, and to observe whether or not the light and chirp occur as in waking. If they do not, then you are probably dreaming!
Using the NovaDreamer® with *A Course in Lucid Dreaming*

The NovaDreamer is a personal trainer that will help you accomplish the Lucidity Institute’s complete training program for developing the skill of lucid dreaming. Lucid dreaming is a mental power, and to attain this power requires mental exercises. You cannot learn to have lucid dreams without a certain amount of mental effort, any more than you can develop physical strength without exercising your muscles. The NovaDreamer can assist you with the process, shortening the time needed for achieving lucid dreams, somewhat like a fitness machine increasing the speed with which you develop strength.

*A Course in Lucid Dreaming* provides the mental training needed for learning lucid dreaming. The NovaDreamer is best used as a learning aid in conjunction with the Course. The Course makes use of lucid dream induction devices (the NovaDreamer®, DreamLink® or DreamLight®) throughout its learning plan (although it can be completed without any devices).

The Course consists of five units, progressing from the development of dream recall (the most important prerequisite for lucid dreaming), through lucid dream induction techniques such as Reality Testing, the Mnemonic Induction of Lucid Dreaming, and entering the dream state consciously from waking, ending with techniques for enhancing your control over the experience of lucid dreaming. The entire Course takes four or more months to complete, depending on the time you have available to focus on the exercises. At the end of the Course, you will be well on your way to mastering the extraordinarily powerful magic of lucid dreaming.

You can use your new skill to have unparalleled adventures, solve problems, overcome fears and limitations, tap into your creative potential, enhance your confidence, and perhaps experience spiritual awakening. You will read of some of the astonishing achievements available through lucid dreams in *Exploring the World of Lucid Dreaming* by Stephen LaBerge and Howard Rheingold, which is the textbook of the Course, and you can add to the list with your own experiences.
Getting Started

Examine the NovaDreamer®

Look at your NovaDreamer. It consists of a fabric mask with a pocket containing the electronic apparatus. The NovaDreamer is powered by two 1.5 Volt (AAA size) batteries. It has two controls: a ten position dial located at the top edge of the mask, and a button beneath the circular logo on the outside of the mask. Inside each eye hole there is a light-emitting diode (LED) that sits in front of each eye when the mask is being worn. See Figures 1–3. In the eye hole for the right eye are the sensors that detect your rapid eye movements when you are in REM sleep.

Try It On

Adjust the NovaDreamer strap to fit you. Pull apart the ends of the strap, which are attached with Velcro®. Place the foam in the center of your face, so that the LEDs are in front of your eyes. Bring the ends of the straps around the back of your head, pulling until the mask sits snugly, without slipping, but so that it is not uncomfortably tight. Then press the Velcro strips together so that they fasten securely. The strap will probably be most comfortable if it lies across the very tops of your ears, but since people’s heads vary, experiment to find the way it is most comfortable for you.

Learn the Controls

Read the descriptions below of the many programmable features of the NovaDreamer. Each number on the dial in Fig. 3) selects one of the modes described. Then, follow the tutorial for practice in setting the NovaDreamer’s controls.

The Sleeping Modes (1: Adjustable, 2: Light, 3: Medium, and 4: Deep)

You can choose from four modes to use when sleeping with the NovaDreamer. Three are preset with cues designed for light, medium, and deep sleepers, so that you can get started quickly with the NovaDreamer, without concerning yourself at first with the cue settings. As you gain experience with the NovaDreamer, you may choose to use the Adjustable sleep mode, for which you can specify your own selection of cue type, rate, number, and brightness. The cue settings for each mode are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dial#</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Cue Settings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Adjustable Sleep</td>
<td>As set by the user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Light Sleep</td>
<td>Cue Type 1 (both eyes simultaneously, no sound)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 flashes per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 second cue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intensity level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Medium Sleep</td>
<td>Cue Type 1 (both eyes simultaneously, no sound)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 flashes per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 second cue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intensity level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Deep Sleep</td>
<td>Cue Type 4 (both eyes simultaneously, with sound)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 flashes per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 second cue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intensity level 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Cue Adjustment Modes (5: Number, 6: Intensity, 7: Rate, 8: Cue Type)

When you use the NovaDreamer in Adjustable Sleep Mode, you can specify the type of cue that you want to receive when you are dreaming. Your goal is to select a cue that will readily enter your dreams and remind you that you are dreaming without awakening you frequently. The NovaDreamer offers a wide range of cue settings, allowing you to create a cue ideally suited to your needs. You can independently control the number of flashes or beeps per cue, the brightness of the flashes or the loudness of the beeps (intensity), how fast the cue flashes or beeps, and the type of cue (light, sound, both eyes at once, alternating eyes). The Cue Adjustment Modes and their functions are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dial#</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Selects the number of times the cue flashes or beeps (from 1 to 255)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>Selects among 6 levels of cue brightness and sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>Selects the rate at which the cue flashes and/or beeps (from 1 to 6/sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Selects among the following types of cues:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Type 0: No cues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Type 1: Light only, flashing in both eyes simultaneously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Type 2: Light only, alternating flashes in left and right eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Type 3: Sound only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Type 4: Light and sound, flashing in both eyes simultaneously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Type 5: Light and sound, alternating flashes in left and right eyes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Personal Eye Movement Adjustment Mode (9)

The NovaDreamer decides when you are in REM sleep and likely to be dreaming based on its detection of the movements of your eyes under your closed eyelids when you are asleep. Bursts of rapid eye movements occur occasionally during REM sleep. Scientific research has shown that people are most likely to become lucid in a dream during periods of high eye movement activity, perhaps because the brain is also highly active during these periods.

The NovaDreamer responds differently to each person’s eye movements and its responsiveness varies with the condition of its batteries. The number of cues the NovaDreamer gives you during your sleep depends on its sensitivity setting. To get the most out of your NovaDreamer it is important for you to set its sensitivity to your eye movements when you first begin to use it and to check on it periodically as the batteries are drained.

Mode 9 on the dial is for setting the sensitivity of the NovaDreamer. In this mode you can review the number of cues you received the last time that you used the device and you can select from 6 levels of sensitivity to eye movements. If the NovaDreamer is not giving you as many cues as you need in order to see or hear cues in your dreams, you need to increase its sensitivity. If you are getting too many cues, so that they are awakening you more often than you like, then you need to turn down the sensitivity. Instructions for adjusting the NovaDreamer to sense your eye movements are located on page 19.

The Delay

As you have read, the NovaDreamer decides when to give you cues to remind you that you are dreaming based on the movements of your eyes. The greatest number of eye movements in sleep occur in REM sleep, when dreaming occurs. However, your eyes will also move around when you are lying awake in bed, and in the transition period between waking and sleep. To enable you to fall asleep without being
disturbed by cues triggered by the eye movements that normally occur during sleep onset, the NovaDreamer is equipped with a “delay” feature. Starting a delay prevents the NovaDreamer from giving cues for a period of time, so that you can fall asleep without interruption.

The delay is controlled with the button on the front of the mask (9 on Fig. 1). When the NovaDreamer is in a Sleeping Mode (dial number 1, 2, 3, or 4), a press of the button will start a ten-minute countdown delay. This means that the NovaDreamer will not give cues for ten minutes, even if it detects a sufficient amount of eye movement. Each press of the button adds ten minutes to the time in the delay. For example, five presses in a row will start a 50-minute delay period. When you go to bed, a 60- to 80-minute delay is reasonable, because your first REM period is likely to occur about 90 minutes after you go to sleep. As a night of sleep proceeds, REM periods happen closer together, so that following awakenings in the second half of the night you will want to use shorter delays, of 20 or 30 minutes.

Because you use the same button to operate the delay and to perform Reality Tests, it is important to keep in mind when you are doing Reality Tests that each button press adds ten minutes to the delay. If you set a delay that is longer than you want, or if you are unsure of what delay you have set, you can clear the delay back to zero by pressing the button and holding it down for one second (until the test cue is given, see page 17).

**The DreamAlarm™**

The NovaDreamer provides the DreamAlarm feature to help you develop your dream recall, which is essential for success with lucid dreaming. People are most likely to recall the details of a dream if they are awakened from it. If you choose, the DreamAlarm will awaken you from your dreams, so that you can recall them clearly. (To set the DreamAlarm, refer to page 9, step 12.)

The Dream Alarm is a 42-second alarm that flashes brightly and beeps loudly to awaken you. When enabled, the Dream Alarm is activated five minutes after each cue it gives. Thus, when the DreamAlarm awakens you, you will know that five minutes ago, you received a cue from the NovaDreamer. Then, you can remember what you were just dreaming and see if you can recall seeing any incorporation of a lucidity cue in it. If you remember dreaming but not seeing a cue, this is an indication that you need a more noticeable cue (see page 11 for instructions in selecting your cue settings).
Tutorial: Using the NovaDreamer Controls

1. View the foam-side of the NovaDreamer, so you can see the LEDs.
2. Find the dial. It is on the top edge of the mask, to the right of the center. The dial is used to select among the various modes for sleeping with and adjusting the NovaDreamer. The number that shows in the little window on the dial indicates the mode that is currently selected. It should now be set to mode 0, which is the OFF position. If it is not, turn the dial until the number 0 shows in the window. When you are not using the NovaDreamer, leave the dial set to 0 for longer battery life.
3. Mode 1 is the Adjustable Sleep Mode. This mode will monitor for REM sleep and give you the cues that you select in the Cue Adjustment Modes (dial numbers 5-8). Turn the dial to mode 1 (so the number 1 shows in the window. The NovaDreamer will demonstrate the current setting of the cue. Press the button briefly. You will see a quick flash from the LEDs and hear a chirp from the speaker. This is the Reality Test. If you were dreaming and pressed your dream version of this button, it probably would not work normally. The brief button press also starts a ten minute delay. Now press the button again, and hold it down for one second (say, “one thousand one”). The NovaDreamer first will give the Reality Test flash and beep; then after one second it will show you the test cue, which is a demonstration of what the cue you will receive when you are dreaming will be like (and the same as the cue it shows when you first enter the mode). The Adjustable Sleep Mode comes preset with Cue Type 2 (alternating left right flashes), 2 pairs of flashes per second, for 6 seconds, at intensity level 4. You can change all of these settings to suit your needs. The one-second button press also clears the delay back to zero. Note that the adjustable cue will revert to the preset if you change or remove your batteries.
4. Turn to dial to mode 2, the Light Sleep Mode. The NovaDreamer will demonstrate the preset Light Sleep cue. Again, press the button and hold it for one second. It will give the Reality Test flash and beep and then the test cue, showing you the preset Light Sleep cue again. This is Cue Type 1 (simultaneous flashes in both eyes), 2 flashes per second, for 2 seconds, at intensity 2. The Light Sleep Mode is permanently set to give this cue, which is designed for use by people who are easily awakened by events around them when they sleep. (See page 10 for help deciding what kind of sleeper you are.)
5. Turn the dial to mode 3, the Medium Sleep Mode. You will see a demonstration of the preset Medium Sleep cue. Press the button for one second to see this cue again. It is Cue Type 1, 2 flashes per second, for 6 seconds, at intensity 4. The Medium Sleep Mode is permanently set to give this cue, designed for use by people who are neither Light or Deep sleepers.
6. Turn the dial to mode 4, the Deep Sleep Mode. The NovaDreamer will demonstrate the preset Deep Sleep cue. Press the button for one second to play the cue again. It is Cue Type 4, 2 flashes per second with accompanying sound, for 10 seconds, at intensity 5. The Deep Sleep Mode is permanently set to give this cue, designed for use by people who are difficult to awaken and would not perceive a less noticeable cue in dreams.
7. Turn the dial to mode 5, the Number Adjustment Mode. In this mode, you can set the number of times the cue flashes or beeps each time the NovaDreamer turns it on in the Adjustable Sleep Mode. You can set a number from 1 to 255 flashes or beeps. To set it, you hold down the button until the number of desired flashes or beeps have passed. Press the button now and hold it down until you have counted 8 pairs of left-right flashes. You have now set the Adjustable Mode cue to 8 pairs of left-right flashes.
8. Turn the dial to mode 6, the Intensity Adjustment Mode. In this mode, you can select the intensity of the cue you will receive when using the Adjustable Sleep Mode. There are six intensity levels, which you select by pressing the button to step through the levels until you reach the one you want. Press the button briefly. You will see a sample of the current Cue Type (Type 2, alternating left and right
flashes), flashing once (one pair of left-right flashes) at the current intensity setting. Press the button five more times and you will see samples of all of the intensity levels, from very dim to very bright. Press the button a few more times and the NovaDreamer will cycle through the intensity levels again. Each time you press the button you move the intensity up one level. Press the button now until it shows the fourth level of intensity (2 levels short of the brightest). You have now set the Adjustable Mode cue to flash at intensity level 4. Note that if you were using a Cue Type with sound, changing the setting of the Intensity Adjustment Mode will change the loudness of the sound as well as the brightness of the light (if any).

9. Turn the dial to mode 7, the Rate Adjustment Mode. This mode allows you to set how fast the lights flash or the sound beeps in Adjustable Mode. There are 6 rates available: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 flashes or beeps per second. Note that when you use a faster rate, the cue will be shorter, because it takes less time to flash or beep the number of times set in the Number Adjustment Mode. Press the button now, and the NovaDreamer will show you the current setting of the cue rate. It will show you the actual duration of the cue. Press the button five more times, and you will see all of the possible rate settings. Leave it set to the third rate (3 per second).

10. Turn the dial to mode 8, the Cue Type Mode. Here you can select among the five different cue types, or choose to have no cues, for use in the Adjustable Sleep Mode. Press the button and the NovaDreamer will show you the current type setting: Type 2 (alternating flashes in left and right eyes, no sound) Press the button and the NovaDreamer will change to Type 3, which is beep only, with no light flashes. Press the button again and the NovaDreamer will flash in both eyes at the same time and beep (Type 4). The next button press will give a left-right alternating flash combined with a beep (Type 5). Press the button again, and the NovaDreamer will neither flash nor beep. This is the “cues off” setting (Type 0). Press the button one more time and you will see a flash in both eyes simultaneously, with no sound (Type 1). Leave the NovaDreamer in this setting.

11. Now turn the dial back to mode 1 (Adjustable Sleep Mode). You can turn the dial either way. Right after you enter this mode, you will see a sample of the cue you have just set in the Cue Adjustment Modes. To see this test cue again, hold the button down for one second. You should see 8 flashes, at the same time in both eyes, at intensity level 4, 3 flashes per second, with no sound. If that is not what you see, go through the steps in the Tutorial to this point again, until you have it right.

12. To turn on the DreamAlarm, you hold down the Reality Testing Button for 5 seconds in any of the four Sleep Modes. This will also demonstrate the DreamAlarm. Press the button now and hold it down for 5 seconds. You will hear loud beeps and see bright flashes, 5 per second. It will continue for 42 seconds or until you press the button briefly to interrupt it. You have now activated the DreamAlarm, and the NovaDreamer will turn it on five minutes after each cue it gives. To deactivate the DreamAlarm, hold down the button for one second (until the test cue is shown). Turning the dial also deactivates the DreamAlarm.

13. Now turn the dial to mode 9 (the Personal Eye Movement Adjustment Mode). This is the mode you will use to set the NovaDreamer to detect your eye movements accurately, and to see the number of cues the NovaDreamer gave you the last time that you used it. There are ten levels of sensitivity, set by pressing the button. The NovaDreamer indicates which level of sensitivity is set by flashing the number of times that corresponds to the currently set level. Press the button now and the lights will flash three times, indicating that the NovaDreamer is set at sensitivity level 3 (some Nova’s come with default sensitivity set to 3 and some 5). Press the button again, and you will see 4 flashes for sensitivity level 4. Continue to press the button until you have seen all ten sensitivity levels and returned to level 5 (five flashes). Further instructions on using the Personal Eye Movement Adjustment Mode are on page 19 under “Sensitivity Level.”
Sleeping with the NovaDreamer

This section will guide you through using your NovaDreamer at night to stimulate lucid dreams. For the first few nights, you will be experimenting to find out the right sensitivity and cue settings for you. At the same time, you should begin preparing your mind to recognize NovaDreamer cues and performing Reality Tests, so that you get the message when the NovaDreamer cues you to become lucid.

**How to Start Sleeping with the NovaDreamer**

(Read all the steps before beginning.)

1. **Set the sensitivity.** Make sure that the Sensitivity Level is set to 5. Go to mode 9, press the button once briefly, and count the number of flashes. If you get five flashes, it is set to Sensitivity Level 5. If you get something other than five flashes, press the button until it gives 5 flashes.
2. **Pick a sleep mode.** Read the descriptions below, and decide which applies best to you.
   - **Light Sleepers** Easily awakened by the slightest sound, movement, or touch. Cannot sleep with cats. Sleep better alone than with someone else. Have trouble sleeping in new places. Very easy to awaken.
   - **Medium Sleepers** Occasionally awakened by noises or movements. Can get accustomed to sleeping with disruptions nearby, such as cats, dogs, and bed partners. No trouble sleeping in new places if they are comfortable and quiet. Not hard to awaken.
   - **Deep Sleepers** Almost never awakened by noises, movements, or other events in the environment. Can sleep anywhere, with almost anything. Can be very difficult to awaken.
   
   If you are think you are a:
   - Light Sleeper, sleep with your NovaDreamer in Mode 2 (Light Sleep Mode).
   - Medium Sleeper, sleep with your NovaDreamer in Mode 3 (Medium Sleep Mode)
   - Deep Sleeper, sleep with your NovaDreamer in Mode 4 (Deep Sleep Mode)
3. **Enter a Sleep Mode.** Turn your NovaDreamer to the mode you chose in Step 2. Note the cue it shows you immediately after you turn the dial to the mode number. This is the cue you will receive when you are dreaming, to remind you to notice that you are dreaming.
4. **Get comfortable.** Lie down wearing the NovaDreamer and find a comfortable sleeping position. You can sleep in any position wearing the NovaDreamer except with your nose down into the bed or pillow.
5. **Give yourself a test cue.** Press the button and hold it down until the cue is triggered. Tell yourself this is your cue to become lucid. Now press the button briefly and observe the Reality Test flash and beep. Remind yourself to press the button every time you find yourself awake wearing the NovaDreamer, and to note whether the flash and beep occur as expected. If not, you may be dreaming!
6. **Start a delay.** To delay further cueing until you are asleep, press the button 7 more times. These seven button presses plus the one you made before to perform a Reality Test will set a total of 80 minutes in the delay. Now the NovaDreamer will not give cues until at least 80 minutes have passed and it detects eye movement activity. Your first REM period is likely to happen about 90 minutes after you fall asleep.
7. **Throughout the night, remember your mission.** When you next wake up, for whatever reason (light cue or noise or spontaneously, etc.), press the button briefly to perform a Reality Test.
   
   If the NovaDreamer does not flash and beep... remove the mask and do a complete Reality Test (as described in *A Course in Lucid Dreaming*), because you are probably dreaming!
   
   If the NovaDreamer flashes and beeps as expected... ask yourself if you remember any dreams. If so, do you remember noticing anything in them that might have been the NovaDreamer cue? When you are ready to return to sleep, start another delay. If it is still the first half of your night of sleep, set a 40 minute delay (4 button presses). If it is the second half of the night, set a 20-minute delay (2 presses).
8. **When you are done sleeping, review the night.** When you are ready to get up, turn the NovaDreamer off (to 0 on the dial). Think about your dreams from the night. How many did you recall? Did you no-
Notice any NovaDreamer cues in them? Did the NovaDreamer cue awaken you? If so, how many times, and did you find that it disturbed your sleep more than you would like?

9. Find out how many cues you received last night. While looking at the lights in the mask, turn the dial to mode 9. Count the number of flashes on the left side, then the number of flashes on the right side. The number of left flashes indicates tens of cues; the number of flashes on the right indicates ones. For example, 5 left flashes and 3 right flashes indicates 53 cues. No left flashes and 9 right flashes would mean 9 cues. This number refers to the number of cues that the NovaDreamer gave during the last period it was in a Sleep Mode, from five minutes after the time the dial was turned to that mode, to the time the dial was turned out of that mode.

10. Evaluate the sensitivity setting. You want the NovaDreamer to give you as many cues as possible while you are dreaming without unduly disturbing your sleep. Useful numbers of cues are usually from 10–20 per night. Deeper sleepers may need more cues than lighter sleepers. If the number of cues you received last night was within this range (if you had a regular night’s sleep), leave the sensitivity setting at its current setting. If the number of cues you received last night was much less than 10, you will probably want to increase the sensitivity. To do so first turn the dial to mode 9. Press the button to show the current sensitivity setting (it should be level one, indicated by one flash). Press the button again to change the setting to level two (shown by two flashes).

11. Evaluate your cue settings. After one night sleeping with the NovaDreamer, evaluate your cue settings as follows: (a) Did the cue awaken you more than you are comfortable with? Awakenings can help with lucid dreaming by providing opportunities for Reality Tests, WILDs (see p. 16), and MILD. But, if your sleep is disturbed enough to be a problem for you, try a different sleep mode next time, either Light if you were using Medium Sleep, or Medium if you were using Deep Sleep. Also, you can choose to create your own cue settings to use in the Adjustable Sleep Mode. (b) Did you sleep through the night without seeing any cues, or only see them when you were already awake? If so, try another sleep mode, either Medium if you were using Light Sleep or Deep if you were using Medium Sleep. Also, you can choose to create your own cue settings to use in the Adjustable Sleep Mode. (c) Did you see cues in dreams? Excellent! (You should only expect to see about 10–20% of the cues even if your dream recall is good.)

12. On subsequent nights, reevaluate and refine your settings. Continue to adjust the sensitivity and cue settings after each night that you use the NovaDreamer until you are aware of cues during the night, in dreams and in occasional awakenings. After a few nights, you may have an idea of a customized cue you would like to try, and you will want to use the Cue Adjustment Modes to create your personal cue to use in the Adjustable Sleep Mode. Periodic adjustments may be necessary as your sleep changes with your life activities and you become accustomed to the NovaDreamer. In addition, as your batteries are used up, the sensitivity of the NovaDreamer may decrease, and you should increase the sensitivity level to continue receiving a useful number of cues. For this reason, it is a good idea to check the number of cues you received after each night you use the NovaDreamer.

13. Take occasional breaks from using your NovaDreamer. If after uninterrupted use for an extended number of nights, you find yourself sleeping more deeply and not seeing the NovaDreamer’s cues, take a few nights off.

Napping with the NovaDreamer

You can use the NovaDreamer to help you achieve lucid dreams in naps, too. Follow the same procedures as for nights, except use a shorter delay time at the start of the nap than at the start of a night. You are likely to have a REM period within an hour of falling asleep in a nap, so a 30- or 40-minute delay is best. To be sure of having REM sleep in a nap, plan to sleep for at least 90 minutes. See A Course in Lucid Dreaming (Unit 4, pp. 4-3 to 4-5) for more instructions in using naps to induce lucid dreams.
Using Your Mind

Knowing how to operate your mind for lucid dreaming is as essential as understanding the NovaDreamer’s functions. The Course in Lucid Dreaming will provide most of the training in this department, and the following exercises are for the special needs of NovaDreamer users. The Catalog of Lights and Buttons shows you what some of the experiences of seeing the cue in dreams and pressing the Reality Test button have been like for others. The Looking for the Light exercise (p. 15) will help to establish your consciousness of lights in your environment. Read the Catalog of Lights and Buttons now, then begin the Looking for the Light exercise.

Catalog of Lights and Buttons

The types of incorporation of the NovaDreamer lights in dreams fall into three categories. The first is the light cue appearing in your dream, either in a disguised form or simply as a flashing light like you see when awake. The second type come from Reality Tests with the button. The third category is appearances of the NovaDreamer device itself in the dream scene or in the topic of the dream. This is a very important type of incorporation that many people have used to become lucid. Simply noticing that you are walking around wearing a NovaDreamer should be quite enough to tell you that you are dreaming!

As you read about the experiences others have had with the NovaDreamer (some of these are from the DreamLight, but the principle is the same), imagine that it is you seeing the cue, or the device, in your dream. In cases where the dreamer has erred in interpreting the meaning of the cue, vow to yourself that you will not make the same mistake. Imagine seeing the cues for yourself, and saying, “That is the NovaDreamer, and I am dreaming.”

Important Note: Although the NovaDreamer LEDs are red, do not expect that the lights must look red in dreams. They very often appear white, or even some other color.

Lights

- Alternating rows of small red and blue flashing lights alert me to be lucid.
- Lightning flashes at precise intervals, like clockwork.
- As we break through the tree canopy, the sun is very bright.
- I am running across salt flats on a bright day.
- Bright objects or airplanes are whizzing by.
- I’m in a massive subterranean complex controlled by a central computer with a mind of its own. I’m running down level after level, trying to escape its watchful eye. I can’t hide from it—a flash of light goes off and I say, “The computer is trying to trap me,” and I run further. The next flash appears and I think, “The computer has found me!” After awakening I realize the computer was the DreamLight, and it was just trying to tell me I was dreaming!
- I’m at work unloading a truck, directing a group of employees. Suddenly, a blinding flash of light fills the entire scene. I cover my eyes because of the intensity of the light and shout, “Shut off the turn indicators,” as if the light were coming from the truck’s turn signals!
- I am on a spaceship and we seem to be being invaded. During the struggle all the lights flash.
- The wall behind three miners playing cards looks like glittering white gemstones reflecting off the walls in an even geometric configuration.
- I see a soft flash of light behind a tall building against the night sky.
- I see a new and unfamiliar reflecting pool. The sun reflects and sparkles in the water.
- A brilliant white light flows into the aviary, brightly illuminating the cage’s wires.
- We are looking for refrigerators. My friend finds a full-sized stoplight mounted on a stand with a hand crank to operate it. She stands there having fun flashing the yellow light at me.
I note the light flashing on as I open the oven.

I see bright reflections off the front window.

We are running from Big Brother in the woods. I ask my daughter if she has brought a flashlight. She says yes, and flashes it at me several times.

A police car is chasing me with its lights flashing.

I’m in an apartment with family members. The power goes out and back on and the lights flash.

As I walk up a street, twice someone sets down a Duraflame log that explodes nearby.

As I step into a doorway, bright light shines from a car parked in front of the door.

I’m in a big house with students and there is an earthquake warning. I see alarm lights flashing.

A bush turns neon lavender.

I am at dinner at my parents’. The lights flash and my first impulse is to be annoyed at my mother for flashing the room lights, but I quickly realize it’s the DreamLight.

While I am looking under my bed, a lamp underneath turns on so brightly I cannot see anything.

I am leaving a meeting of secret national security people and as I step into the reception area, I am hit by a wall of red-white light. My first thought is that it is a cleansing light, like a UV antiseptic, but then I realize (as I’d rehearsed at bedtime), “It’s the DreamLight!”

The break between buildings at a cross-street lets the sun in my eyes.

There is a bright red flash from a strange counter-top auto-teller.

I’m surrounded by the popping of flash bulbs with afterimages of orange circles.

There is a huge, orange, mandala-like circle with concentric rings.

I see a beautiful pattern of gold and yellow diamonds that fills my field of vision.

Dad turns the lights up far too bright, then they suddenly dim, and I think a bulb burnt out.

The scene changes from dark night to bright as noon day.

**Incorporation of light cues: undisguised**

I am sitting with two friends when the sound goes off and the lights flash.

When I see the light I wonder what it is because in my dream I think I have taken the mask off.

I see a flash of light and press the button. No flash. I think, “This is great; I must be dreaming!”

I see the flash in my dream and my first thought is: “That’s the DreamLight!”

Bright red light floods my eyes.

**Buttons**

I “awaken” and press the mask button. I am about to accept it because I hear the beep, but there is no flash of light so I try it again. Still no light, so I get up and take off the mask to see that I am in a different bedroom and can see “my” body asleep on the bed.

The DreamLight flashes and I press the button for a Reality Test. It doesn’t work, but instead of becoming lucid, I rationalize it by taking off the mask cover and discovering that I’ve broken the switch.

I awaken and press the mask button, but it doesn’t work. I become lucid.

I am back in my bed. I try to reach the mask button to do a Reality Test but my arm is numb and very heavy. I finally reach it, but nothing happens.

I decide I’m awake, wearing the DreamLight in a car at the grocery store. I press the mask button, and see no flash. “Hey! I’m still dreaming!”

Someone asks me what I have on my head. I tell them it’s the DreamLight. I’m embarrassed because I realize I’m walking around with just the mask on with the cord dangling down and I must look pretty silly. Although I realize the reality tester button won’t work (because its not plugged into the DreamLight), I press it anyway and become lucid.
I am adjusting the settings on the DreamLight. It occurs to me to press the reality tester. I do. It doesn’t work. I try it again, and again it doesn’t work. An electric jolt of excitement races through my body as I realize I am dreaming!

I think I’m awake, and try to push myself up in bed. I either press the mask button or the mattress, and hear a “BOING!”(a springy sound; kind of cartoonish). I press the mask button again, and get the same faint sound... but “boing” is not right, I must be dreaming!

The NovaDreamer flashes. I press the button to turn it off, because it was flashing very brightly, for a long time. It doesn’t stop flashing. I explain, “It must be malfunctioning.” I push the NovaDreamer up on my forehead, but it is still flashing in my eyes. I realize I am dreaming.

The NovaDreamer flashes in my eyes, which I think strange, because the mask is around my neck. I think I could be dreaming, so I put the mask on my face and push the button, and since it doesn’t work it confirms that I am dreaming.

I sit up in bed. Gold-painted styrofoam bits rain down from the ceiling onto the nightstand. That’s odd, I note to myself. I realize I’m holding the DreamLight mask in my hands, so I press the Reality Tester button. Nothing happens. I yell joyously to my dream version of my mom, “It’s a lucid dream!”

Presence of Lucid Dream Induction Device

I have to excuse myself from dinner—while wearing the DreamLight—so that I can go upstairs and rest to collect another 15 minutes of DreamLight data.

I’m wearing the DreamLight throughout the dream....everyone is trying to tell me how to have lucid dreams and I’m irritated—after all, I’m wearing a DreamLight—what more can I do?

I awaken in bed with the DreamLight mask, but somehow I don’t know what it is—it doesn’t say “DreamLight” on it, and the mask doesn’t have a star on it. Each time the cue flashes I take the mask off and think I am awake until the cue flashes again.

I “awaken” to feel the mask on my face. I hear music and voices as well as a telephone conversation through the mask. I get up and go to the door of the room adjoining my hotel room and tell a woman there to keep the noise down. She looks at me with a puzzled expression as if she were thinking, “What the hell is this woman doing with a big black mask on her face hooked to a box she is carrying?”

I am in bed with a young man who wants to make love to me, but notices I am wearing the DreamLight. I explain it to him.

A note about frightening or unpleasant incorporations of cues

As you read this catalog, you saw that the light cues weave themselves quite neatly into the fabric of dreams. Our minds try to make the lights into something normal from the waking world. The flashing lights do not always show up as something pleasant. In our waking lives, we see flashing lights frequently in the form of alarms, police car signals, fires and explosions. When these are the nearest explanation your dreaming mind can find for the lights, then this is how the NovaDreamer cue may appear. We have even had reports of people seeing the light in their dream as “the light of a thousand suns”—a nuclear explosion.

This is not bad. The NovaDreamer cue cannot hurt you, no matter what form it takes in the dream. And, appearances of the cue as “bad” lights give us the opportunity to practice objectively evaluating the signals we respond to in life, to ask ourselves, “Is it really dangerous? What does this really mean, and how can it help me?” In the case of the NovaDreamer cue, it is there to tell you that you are dreaming and that you have the power to influence the course of your dream experience in a positive, constructive direction.
Exercise: Looking for the Light

1. **Begin a list of lights.**

   Make a list titled, “Lights in the Waking World.” Now, look around you and notice each source of light in your immediate environment, room, or wherever. List them on your sheet of paper. Examples could be: the desk lamp, the computer screen, the reflection of a lamp in the mirror, the glint of sun in your eye. Don’t neglect reflections, electronic devices, or even very bright colors—the NovaDreamer’s cues have appeared as each of these things in someone’s dream.

2. **Collect many examples of lights.**

   Carry your list of lights with you during the day. When you see a source of light that is not yet on your list, add it. For example, you will see different kinds of lamps, traffic lights, fires, headlights, etc. If any kind of light strikes you as being unusual (a light bulb burns out, the light in a store seems too bright, someone drives past you on the road with their brights on, etc.) make a note of it.

3. **Use lights as cues to do Reality Tests.**

   Each time you notice a new source of light, do a Reality Test. Visualize yourself realizing that you are dreaming, becoming lucid, and doing something you can only do in a lucid dream (flying, for example).

4. **Make a habit of noticing lights everywhere.**

   Continue to keep your written list of light sources until you have established a habit of observing the lighting in your environment and doing Reality Tests.
Three Ways of Having Lucid Dreams with the NovaDreamer

1. **On Cue: Recognizing the NovaDreamer’s Cues in Dreams**

   In a cued NovaDreamer lucid dream, the dreamer sees an unusual light in the dream scene (for example, the lights of the room start to blink), and realizes, “That’s the NovaDreamer cue—I must be dreaming!” Once you have seen and recognized the NovaDreamer’s cue, you know you are in a dream, and are therefore lucid dreaming. It’s up to you what to do next.

   It is important to keep in mind, however, that the NovaDreamer cue can appear in your dreams in as many different forms as there are different dreams. This is not to say that the cue will never look the same twice—it probably will—but rather to encourage you to establish a habit of scrutinizing the lights in your environment, asking if they might be the NovaDreamer. You began this practice with the Looking for the Light exercise (p. 15).

   A common obstacle for beginning lucid dreamers, with or without the NovaDreamer, is awakening too soon, before the lucid dream has a chance to develop into something really interesting. This problem can be associated with NovaDreamer lucid dreams, because the cue that stimulates you sufficiently to rouse you from your fuzzy-minded dream state to lucidity may bring you near to awakening. Fortunately, there are ways of delaying awakening from lucid dreams. One of the best seems to be spinning, which is discussed in Unit 5 of the *Course in Lucid Dreaming*.

2. **Waking Up in Another World: Using False Awakenings as Doors to Lucidity**

   Because the NovaDreamer can occasionally awaken you from dreams, it offers an opportunity for entering lucid dreams through false awakenings. A false awakening is a dream in which you dream that you have just awakened! After the NovaDreamer has awakened you a few times, you may develop the expectation that when the cue turns on, you will wake up. Thus, in a little while, the cue may turn on, and you think it’s awakened you, but you are actually still dreaming! Then, weird things will start to happen in your (dream) bedroom, and you will need to keep your critical mind about you so that you can realize you are still dreaming.

   You can turn NovaDreamer-induced false awakenings into lucid dreams by diligently performing Reality Tests every time you think it has awakened you. Use the Reality Test button, and watch and listen carefully to the flash and click to make sure that they behave as they do when you are awake (see p. 17 for more about the Reality Test button).

   If you take the mask off during an awakening, closely examine your bedroom, and read a digital clock, or some text, while trying to get the letters or numbers to change (see Unit 1 of the *Course in Lucid Dreaming for the Reality Testing procedures*). If something is not right, you are probably dreaming.

3. **Taking Lucidity With You: Falling Asleep Consciously**

   Entry into the dream directly from the waking state is one of the oldest known methods for achieving lucidity. Tibetan Buddhists have been practicing techniques for crossing the boundary into dreams while maintaining waking consciousness for at least a thousand years. The NovaDreamer can assist you in having “wake-induced lucid dreams” (WILDs).

   The NovaDreamer occasionally causes awakenings from the dream state. When you wake up out of the middle of a dream, your brain is in a condition in which it is likely to want to reenter the REM state quickly. Thus, if the NovaDreamer wakes you up, and you fall asleep again shortly thereafter, you may be able to directly enter into a dream while holding onto your desire to be lucid. Unit 4 of the *Course in Lucid Dreaming* provides training in techniques for entering dreams directly from the waking state.
NovaDreamer® Functions

Following is a description of the operations and the uses of the controls of the NovaDreamer, listed by mode number. The mode numbers refer to the numbers on the NovaDreamer dial. Read this section carefully to understand how the NovaDreamer is working during the night and when you adjust it.

Mode 0: Off

Keep the NovaDreamer in this mode when it is not in use, to reduce the rate of battery discharge. Some battery power will be used in this mode to maintain the adjustable settings. This power loss is reduced if the NovaDreamer is kept in the dark.

Modes 1, 2, 3, 4: Sleep Modes

When in one of these modes, the NovaDreamer monitors eye movement activity and gives cues to remind the sleeper to become lucid. The nature of the cue depends on which sleep mode is used and, for the Adjustable Sleep Mode, on the Adjustable Cue Settings (Modes 5, 6, 7 and 8). (See page 5 for the preset cue settings of the Sleep Modes.) The Sleep Modes also include Reality Testing, a delay, test cues, a refractory period, and a DreamAlarm. While in a Sleep Mode, the NovaDreamer keeps track of the number of cues it has delivered, beginning 5 minutes after entry into the Sleep Mode. The functions of the Sleep Modes work as follows:

• Test cues: Immediately after the dial is turned to a Sleep Mode, the NovaDreamer shows a test cue, which is the current or preset cue for that Sleep Mode, as it will appear when triggered by eye movements. Test cues can also be shown at any time by holding down the mask button for one second. (Holding down the button until a test cue is shown also returns the delay to zero — see “Delay” below.)
• Reality Testing: A brief press of the mask button (less than one second) results in a short flash and beep. This enables a simple Reality Testing procedure. People using the NovaDreamer frequently dream of awakening wearing it (a false awakening). When they press the dream version of the mask button, nothing happens, or something strange happens, unlike when they press the real button while awake. Thus, a failure of the Reality Testing button in a Sleep Mode is usually an indication of being in a dream. (A brief button press in a Sleep Mode also adds 10 minutes to the delay—see “Delay” below.)
• Delay: The delay allows the user to fall asleep without being awakened by cues from the NovaDreamer, which responds to the eye movements that occur in waking and the transition to sleep. The delay is set to zero when the dial is turned to a Sleep Mode. Each brief button press (less than one second) adds ten minutes to the delay. The NovaDreamer counts down the delay time and begins to monitor sleep and give cues again when the delay period has passed. Examples: one button press sets a ten-minute delay; two button presses in a row set a twenty-minute delay; a single button press three minutes after a single button press sets a 17-minute delay (10–3+10=17); two button presses six minutes after five button presses set a 64-minute delay (50–6+20=64). Delays can be any length desired by the user. A one-second button press (until the test cue is shown) resets the delay to zero.
• Refractory period: After giving a cue in response to eye movement activity, the NovaDreamer will not give another cue for at least 4 minutes. The refractory period does not occur following a test cue.
• DreamAlarm: When activated, the DreamAlarm feature awakens the user from dreams with bright flashing and loud beeping. Awakening from dreams enhances dream recall and lucid dreaming is easier to achieve with good dream recall. Holding the button down for 5 seconds in a Sleep Mode activates and demonstrates the DreamAlarm, which stays on for 42 seconds. A brief button press interrupts the DreamAlarm, but does not deactivate it. To deactivate the DreamAlarm, hold the button down for one second (until the test cue is shown).
• Cue Counting: Beginning five minutes after the time the dial is turned to enter a Sleep Mode until the dial is turned to mode 0 (off), the NovaDreamer will count the number of cues it has given. To ensure accurate counts, turn the dial to the off position (“0”) immediately after waking up at the end of the night. The cue count is accessible through Mode 9 (see below).
• Automatic shut-down: If the NovaDreamer is left in a Sleep Mode when not in use it will automatically “go to sleep” after 8 hours of no eye movement detection and no use of its controls. To reactivate it, press the button or turn the dial. It is not desirable to leave the NovaDreamer on when not in use; this will waste battery power and cause inaccurate cue counts.

Modes 5, 6, 7, 8: Cue Adjustment Modes
The Cue Adjustment Modes allow the user to create a customized cue to be given by the NovaDreamer in the Adjustable Sleep Mode (Mode 1). The cue settings for the preset Sleep Modes (2: Light Sleep; 3: Medium Sleep; 4: Deep Sleep) are unaffected by the settings of the Cue Adjustment Modes. The adjustable cue parameters are: the number of flashes or beeps per cue (Number), the brightness of the flashes and/or loudness of the beeps (Intensity), the rate of flashing and/or beeping (Rate), and the type of cue (Type). The functions of the Cue Adjustment Modes work as follows:

Mode 5 (Cue Number Adjustment)
This mode is for setting the number of times the cue flashes or beeps in Adjustable Sleep Mode each time the NovaDreamer triggers in response to eye movements. The range of possible numbers is from 1 to 255 flashes or beeps. Set the number by holding down the button in mode 5 until the desired number of flashes or beeps has passed. Note that if the Cue Type (Mode 8) is set to alternating left-right flashes (Type 2 and Type 6), one flash will become one pair of left-right flashes. If you turn the dial to Mode 5 and do not press the button before turning the dial to another mode, the number setting will be unchanged. To see the current setting, put the NovaDreamer in the Adjustable Sleep Mode (Mode 1) and it will show the current cue. To see it again, hold the button down for one second to start the test cue.

Mode 6 (Cue Intensity Adjustment)
This mode sets the brightness of the flashes and/or the loudness of the beeps of the cue in Adjustable Sleep Mode. If the Cue Type has light only, this mode changes the flashing brightness. If the Cue Type has sound only, this mode changes the loudness. If the Cue Type has both light and sound, both brightness and loudness will be changed simultaneously. There are 6 levels of intensity. Set the intensity by pressing the button until the NovaDreamer demonstrates the level desired. The first button press shows the current setting. Subsequent button presses raise the intensity by one step for each press. Pressing the button after the highest intensity level cycles back to the lowest level. The intensity is shown in this mode with a single flash or beep, or both flash and beep. To see an example of the complete cue setting, put the NovaDreamer in the Adjustable Sleep Mode (Mode 1) and it will show the current cue. To see it again, hold the button down for one second to start the test cue.

Mode 7 (Cue Rate Adjustment)
This mode is for selecting the speed of the flashes and/or beeps of the cue in Adjustable Sleep mode. The available rates are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 flashes or beeps per second. At each rate, the NovaDreamer will give the number of flashes or beeps set in the Number Adjustment Mode (Mode 6). A faster rate with the same number of flashes or beeps results in a shorter time that the cue is on. For example, a cue of 8 flashes at 2 per second lasts for 4 seconds, but at 4 per second lasts only 2 seconds. To set the rate, press the button until you see the desired rate. The NovaDreamer will show the currently set rate and the num-
ber of cues set in the Number Adjustment Mode at the current brightness setting. To change the rate, press the button again. Each button presses increases the rate by one per second. Pressing the button after the fastest rate (6 per second) cycles back to the lowest rate (1 per second).

**Mode 8 (Cue Type Adjustment)**

This mode is for choosing among the six types of cues offered by the NovaDreamer for reminding you to become lucid in the Adjustable Sleep Mode. The cue types are described on page 6. To see the current cue type, press the button once. The NovaDreamer will show a short sample of the type. Press the button again to change the type. Note that in the case of the types with alternating left-right flashes (Type 2 and Type 6), the number setting (from Mode 5) will refer to the number of pairs of left-right flashes, rather than the total number of flashes. To see an example of the complete cue setting, put the NovaDreamer in the Adjustable Sleep Mode (Mode 1) and it will show the current cue. To see it again, hold the button down for one second to start the test cue.

**Mode 9: The Sensitivity Adjustment Mode**

To ensure that the NovaDreamer is accurately sensing your eye movements and giving you cues in REM sleep, this mode gives feedback on the number of cues delivered and permits changing of the sensitivity.

* Cue Count. When the dial is turned to 9, the NovaDreamer will indicate the number of cues it gave during the last period it was in a Sleep Mode (from five minutes after the time that the dial was turned to a Sleep Mode to the time that the dial was turned “off” [Mode 0]). The cue number is shown with a series of flashes and beeps. First it will flash relatively long flashes in the left eyehole, then it will give a set of relatively short flashes in the right eyehole. The number of longer flashes from the LED in the left eyehole indicates the tens of cues, and the number of shorter flashes in the right eyehole indicate the ones. For example, 1 flash on the left side followed by 9 flashes on the right side indicates 19 cues (10 + 9). Six flashes on the left followed by 1 flash on the right indicates 61 cues (6 x 10 + 1). No flashes on the left means that less than 10 cues were given. No flashes on the right combined with some flashes on the left means that there was an even multiple of ten cues (such as 10, 20, 100). No flashes on either side means no cues were given.

The NovaDreamer begins to count the number of cues given in a Sleep Mode after it has been in a Sleep Mode for 5 minutes. At that time, it resets the count to zero. The number of cues given during the last period in a Sleep Mode is preserved and available for review in Mode 9 until the next time the NovaDreamer is put in a Sleep Mode after having been turned off (Mode 0), or until the batteries are removed. To ensure a correct cue count for your sleep periods, always turn the NovaDreamer dial to “0” when you are done sleeping.

* Sensitivity level. Based on the number of cues the NovaDreamer gives, it may be desirable to change the sensitivity setting. This refers to the amount of eye movement the NovaDreamer needs to detect before deciding that the user is in REM sleep. Useful numbers of cues are usually from 10 to 20 for a night’s sleep of 6 hours or more. The sensitivity is set by pressing the button when in Mode 9. The button press will cause the lights to flash a number of times indicating the sensitivity level selected (one flash = sensitivity level 1; two flashes = level two, etc.). There are ten available levels. Higher level numbers correspond to higher sensitivities to eye movement. Therefore, at higher sensitivity levels the NovaDreamer will give more cues. Note that the sensitivity setting for the NovaDreamer affects all the sleep modes 1–4 and doesn’t depend on what type of sleeper you are.
Toward More Light!

You are not alone. Although few experiences are as private as dreams, that very privacy makes possible the unparalleled freedom available in the lucid dream state that has the potential to contribute to the transformation of human society. The word about lucid dreaming is spreading. Every day The Lucidity Institute receives letters and phone calls from people who have heard about lucid dreaming for the first time. Many of them have had a taste of the power of the lucid dream and speak in wildly enthusiastic tones of their desire to experience it again.

We at The Lucidity Institute believe that lucid dreaming can benefit anyone who can achieve it. Our purpose is to conduct and support research into ways of making lucid dreaming accessible to all and into ways of using lucid dreams to enhance our lives. The NovaDreamer is one product of our work in the first category, making use of developing technology to assist us on our paths to self-discovery. We also offer seminars and courses on methods of having and using lucid dreams.

For achieving the second part of The Lucidity Institute mission, we hope to enroll every one of you lucid dream explorers as our colleagues. The potentials of lucid dreaming for enriching life are just beginning to come to light. In this new frontier, any individual could make important discoveries valuable to others. We request that you share with us the joys and tribulations you experience during your explorations of the world of lucid dreaming. In turn, we will compile the reports we receive from this new world and relay them on to you for your enhanced enjoyment of your nightly travels.

Ideas of applications for lucid dreaming appear in the second half of Exploring the World of Lucid Dreaming (LaBerge & Rheingold, 1990). Accounts of these uses of lucid dreaming came from oneiro-nauts ("dream voyagers") around the world writing in to share their successes. There is much to be learned about these known applications, and surely as many yet undiscovered. New methods of lucid dream induction, too, undoubtedly await us.

The most important gift lucid dreaming offers may be its power for showing us the great treasure that lies within each of us. So many people labor under the belief that they have little control over their own lives and destinies—that the world is not theirs to change. Our deepest motive for teaching people about lucid dreaming is to help whomever we can to realize that they create their own worlds and can experience fulfillment of their hearts’ desires. Lucid dreaming can provide a way into that realm of possibility because it demonstrates with stunning clarity that true liberty, peace, joy, beauty and love live always inside each of us. We dream that if enough individuals discover the precious treasure within, not only will their hearts be enlightened thereby, but then also will humanity find its way to living in harmony and generosity.
Appendix: Battery Life and Power Saving

The NovaDreamer operates with power from 2 AAA size batteries. You may use either regular alkaline batteries or Ray-O-Vac Renewal® rechargeable alkaline batteries. Do not use Nickel-Cadmium rechargeable batteries, because their voltage is too low. As the batteries in the NovaDreamer lose charge, the NovaDreamer may become decreasingly sensitive to eye movement activity, which you will experience as a decrease in the number of cues you receive in a night. For this reason, it is a good idea to check the number of cues you received after each night of use (Mode 9), and if the number has dropped below your preferred number, increase the NovaDreamer’s sensitivity level (Mode 9). When the battery charge drops too low, the NovaDreamer will cease to detect eye movements, although the tests cues and Reality Test flashes and beeps may still be operable. If you are receiving no cues from your NovaDreamer, replace or recharge your batteries. To avoid drops in sensitivity level and loss of eye movement detection and cueing, use rechargeable batteries and recharge them completely after about a week of use. Renewal® rechargeable batteries are good for about 25 cycles of discharge and recharge. After that, they will not hold enough charge to last for a night of use and you will need to replace them.

Tips for Prolonging Battery Life

- Always turn the dial to the “0” position when you are not using the NovaDreamer.
- Store the NovaDreamer foam-side down or in a dark place (such as a drawer, closet or coffin) when you are not using it.
- If you will not be using the NovaDreamer for more than a week, write down your settings so that you can recreate them later, and remove the batteries.
- If you leave the NovaDreamer in a Sleep Mode accidentally, it will eventually shut itself off. After 8 hours of detecting no eye movements, giving no cues, receiving no button press, and no changes of mode, there will be a beep as the NovaDreamer goes to sleep. To reactivate it, press the button or change the mode.

Changing the Batteries

It is best to remove and replace the batteries without removing the printed circuit board from the cloth mask. Pull the side of the mask that is printed with “NovaDreamer” out from the board so that you can see how the batteries are placed. Press down on the top of each battery and ease it out of its holder. Insert new batteries by placing the flat end of each (the negative end) against the spring at the bottom of the battery holder, pressing the battery against the spring and slipping the top nubby end (the positive end) into the top of the holder.

If you need to remove the printed circuit board, do so with care, because the solder points are sharp and the electronics are delicate. Carefully detach the Velcro® at the top of the board from the foam side of the mask and gently pull the board out of its sleeve. When replacing it be sure that the board is seated correctly, that the bottom ends do not protrude through the eyeholes and that the sensors and LEDs are not obstructed by the cloth.